WRPS 2021 QUARTERLY USE OF FORCE
STATISTICAL REPORT – Q4
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Background
• Period of reporting: October 1st to December 31st, 2021. This is the

fourth Use of Force report provided on a quarterly basis;

• Reportable incidents – Those incidents that require a Use of Force

Report by legislation and/or WRPS Procedure;

• A reportable incident may generate several Use of Force Reports –

one for each officer (excludes team reports); and

• Each Use of Force Report is subject to 3 layers of scrutiny:
• (i) S/Sgt of the platoon/unit;
• (ii) Senior Leader of the Unit/Branch/Division; and
• (iii) Sgt in Training and Education.
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Figure 1: Summary of Use of Force Reports/Incidents

• Occurrences (77,245) decreased and arrests (3,899)
increased compared to 3rd quarter 2021.
• Use of Force incidents (69) were up from previous quarter
(78).
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Figure 2 – Call Types Resulting in Use of Force
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Figure 3: Use of Force Options (excluding CEWs)
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Reportable incidents occur in approximately 0.1% of all occurrences. Due to this
small number, it is expected that incidents over time may fluctuate, sometimes
significantly, for reasons which defy systematic explanation and may be
attributable solely to the variability of situations encountered during a specific time
period.
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Figure 4: CEW Use

• Procedural change now requires a Use of Force Report each time CEW
removed from holster;
• CEW is effective to de-escalate a situation simply through its display; and
• CEWs have greatly reduced the use of other Use of Force options such
as baton and OC Spray.
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Figure 5: Summary of Injuries

A procedural change in 2020 requires all incidents where CEW
probes were deployed to be recorded as Subject (minor) injuries.
Region of Waterloo Paramedic Services are requested and attend
to remove deployed probes.
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Figure 6: Officer Perception of Subject Race

• Challenges:
•

UofF report was not designed to collect data at this level
intended for comprehensive analysis
• Officers’ perception of race can differ from officer to
officer and may also differ from self-identified race;
• Small data set & lack of historical data; and
• What do we compare this to? (e.g. out of Region
subjects).
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Of the 58 incidents presented in Appendix C,
6 were classified as ‘officer generated’
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Conclusions
• Despite the frequency of interaction with members of our

community (77,245 occurrences and 3,899 arrests in this reporting
period), very few (approx. 0.1%) resulted in a reportable incident;
• Injuries to both subjects and officers occurring during these
incidents remain very low;
• De-escalation training has been effective and will continue to be
the cornerstone of officer intervention training. In 2021 we have
enhanced this commitment with officer intervention and EDI
components; and
• While the provincially mandated Use of Force Report remains a
valuable tool for analyzing officer actions, several deficiencies have
been identified which limit comprehensive data analysis.
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Commitment to Future Actions
• Use of Force reporting to the Board will continue on a quarterly

basis and will be incorporated into the WRPS Race-Based Data
Collection Strategy.

• The Training and Education Unit is working collaboratively with

the Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) team to ensure close
alignment with principles and actions outlined in the WRPS EDI
Strategic Plan (2019-2022):
• Implicit Bias Awareness & Indigenous Awareness training - COMPLETED
• Anti-racism (with emphasis on anti-Black racism) training – COMPLETED
• Cultural Awareness Training - 2022
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